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Abstract/resume: Guaranteed returns on unit-linked funds are offered by the majority of the
Dutch life insurers, Despite of the risks involved and additional solvency requirements most
companies seem to offer these guarantees free of charge. As a consequence (?) they omit to
build up adequateprovisions for the associated risks.
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Introduction

This paperis mainly basedon a reportproducedby a working-groupof the AFIR section of
the Dutch Actuarial Society (AG). The subjectof this report wasan analysisof the risks
involved in Dutch financialproductswith somekind of guaranteed
return for the customer.
The working-groupconsisted
of 5 actuariesand3 investmentspecialists
(econometricians
and
investmentanalysts).The researchwas startedby a survey amongall Dutch financial
institutionsoffering equity linked consumerproducts.
Where the report had a broad scope
includingseveraltypesof index linkedfunds andso-calledclick fundsofferedby banksand
investmentmanagers,this paper concentrateson investmentfunds with somekind of
minimumtotal returnguaranteed,
mainlyofferedby insurance
companies
asanoptionwithin
unit-linkedproducts.

Background

Unit-linkedproductswherealreadyintroducedin TheNetherlandsin 1956.Theshareof total
life insurance(new) business
nevertheless
hasbeenlimitedfor a very long time. Sincethe
beginningof thisdecadehoweverit hasbeena boomingmarketasshownin thetablebelow.
1972
1984
1990
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

newbllslness
not available
not available

al DO&
3.0%
0.3%

1.5%

3.2%
9.5%
18.9%
17.2%
20.5%
34.9%
43.6%

4.7%
6.9%
8.5%
11.7%
15.0% (E)
20.0% (E)

Thesefiguresregardall individuallife business,includingannuities.It mustbe mentioned
that in someareasthe sharesaremuchhigher.For regularpremiumpayingnewbusiness
the
sharein 1998wasmorethan 70% on average.For tax advancedsinglepremiumbusiness
(deferredannuities)the shareof unit linkedis alreadyalmost60%.
Reasonsfor this developmentall have to do with intrest:a growinginterestof the average
Dutchmanin equitiesbecauseof the boomingstockpricesat one handandthe decreasing
intrestratesat the other. The latter forced the financial servicesproviders
to look for
alternativesfor their savingsproducts.
The following table showsthe developmentof the Dutch CBS stock index (including
dividends)andthe returnonDutch governmentbondsduringthe past15years.
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Yix
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

average

CBS index per l/l
100,o
128,l
170,5
186,7
153,3
207,3
264,3
229,6
272,6
294,2
433,2
443,l
530,9
745,0
1079,5
1320.1

o0 increase
28,1%
33,1%
9,5%
(17,9%)
35,2%
27,5%
(13,1%)
18,7%
7,9%
47,3%
2,2%
19,8%
40,3%
44,9%
22,3%
18,8%

average vield on government bonds
8,2%
7,3%
6.3%
6,4%
6,4%
7,2%
8,9%
8,7%
8,1%
6,4%
6,9%
6,9%
6,2%
5,6%
4,6%
6,9%

The government bonds emitted in 1999 so far, showed an effective rate between 3,5% and 4%.
Looking at these figures it is quite obvious why the unit-linked market developed the way it
did. The shift from the traditional life business with a guaranteed intrest rate however seemed
only to be possible when at least some of the investment possibilities included some kind of
minimum return guarantee. This of course has to do with one of the strange habits in the
insurance industry, the use of a fixed intrest rate when premiums are calculated. In the world
of investors it is very uncommon which explains that the first unit-linked plans did not include
such a guarantee. When the unit-linked plans in the nineties got a broader use, for instance as
pension plans (personal plans initially, employer provided plans later) the demand became
very strong.

The survey

The surveywasperformedunder98 financialinstitutions; 65 wereinsurancecompaniesof
which 50 (almost77%) participated.In total we counted60 participants;48 of them were
offering unit-linked investmentfunds. This confirmsthe generalobservationsabout the
growing importanceof unit-linked businessmadeearlier. All these48 were insurance
companiesexcept 2 banksoffering the productsin close cooperationwith an insurer.
Guarantees
were offeredby 28 of them,58%of the insurersofferingunit-linkedand 47% of
all Dutch life insurers,participatingin the survey. Given the level of participationthese
resultscan be regardedto be representativefor the whole life insuranceindustry. Most
companies
not offeringunit-linkedaresmalleronesandoftennicheplayers.
Exceptfor 4, all companiesoffer a 4% guarantee,which is quite logicalfrom a historical
perspectivebecausethis is the intrestrate usedfor traditionalbusiness
since1969.This rate
for traditionalbusiness
is alwaysnett, thismeansafter deductionof expenses.
For unit-linked
business
thisis not alwaysthat clear.
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Guarantee
4% nett
4% gross
4% doubt about nett/gross
0% nett *
other

Number
3
13
6
5
4 (4,25%, 2*4,15%, 5%)

Total

31 (3 companies doublecounted)

Percentage
11
46
21
18
14

A guarantee of 0% nett means a guaranteed maturity payment of at least the premiums paid.
This guarantee in most cases is offered for mixed or managedfunds, where a 4% guarantee is
most common for bond- or intrestfunds.
Although a majority of the unit-linked insurers offers some kind of guarantee, it seems that
the importance of a guarantee is more in marketing and selling points than it is in consumer
needs. Based on answers to our questions about turn-over and related assets we estimate that
the share of guaranteed unit-linked business does not exceed 5% of total unit-linked business.
This looks strange because in 75% of the cases the guarantee is offered free of charge!
antee w
None
O,lO%
0,15%
0.25%
1,50%

to pohcyholder
21

75

7

25

1
1
3
2

A few companies (4 or 14%) not charging the policyholder for the guarantees given, declared
that there is an implicit charge because the investment strategy partially takes into account
these guarantees. One company does charge the policyholder implicitly during the unitpricing
Further it must be mentioned that the guarantees are often restricted. In most cases only a
maturity guarantee is offered, which means that in case of surrender but also in case of death
the payments are bases on market value only. Besides, often a minimum policyterm of for
instance 10 years is applicable. Unfortunately these limitations not always are clear in
brochures and policy conditions so we have some doubts whether the
policyholders’expectations will always be met in these cases.
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The survey shows that in general no special arrangements support the guarantees given. Most
funds just invest in bonds or a certain mix of bonds and shares. Although we should assume
that the guarantees always have an impact on the investment strategy , only 4 have formalized
this. So you would expect 24 companies to take other actions to deal with these guarantees.
But only 7 do this by means of an additional charge to the policy holder and 1 by adjusted
unit-pricing. In addition to this it is very remarkable that only 3 companies declared to built
up special provisions for the yield guarantee. It is less strange when we look at the level of the
charges, because only 2 companies charge enough for additonal provisions.
According EEC regulations solvency margins need to be higher in case (a part of) the
investment risks are for the account of the insurance company. The required solvency margin
for unit-linked business is 1% of the fund value; in case of guarantees we need 4% These
additional capital requirements are one good reason for an additional charge. Most companies
have to deal with a required return on equity of at least 10% after tax Assuming an average
return on investments of 7% before tax and a corporate tax rate of 35% we already need an
additional charge of 0,25% per annum. Knowing that the assumed 10% often will be higher,
the assumed 7% will be difficult nowadays and above that most companies aim at 150% of
the required solvency margin this charge could be calculated as 0,50% as well
So far we only looked at some results from the survey and we did some financial accounting.
Let us take a look at the risks now.

The risks
From a consumer perspective
Assuming that all the insurance companies are highly solvent and have a good rating the
consumer seems to make a good deal by buying an investment fund with a guaranteed
minimum yield at no or low additional costs. Some remarks need to be made however
I already mentioned that most guarantees are maturity guarantees which means that in many
cases - how much contracts reach their planned maturity date? - the guarantee will be of no
value. Is this the reason most company do not ask any price for it7
As I stated earlier an important reason for offering guarantees is to include extra safety in
pension plans. By doing this most companies are creating false illusions to the customer
however. The owner of a pension plan thinks he has bought safety but he only bought a
minimum lump sum payment. This payment has to be transformed into a lifelong annuity at
the maturity date. The level of this annuity is in most cases based on the intrest level at that
very particular day in ones life. Bad luck when you are retiring in 1999. The only way to
achieve a reasonable pension then is to buy a unit-linked annuity and that is what is happening
now in The Netherlands. Year end 1998 already 14% of individual annuity business was unitlinked, That the consumer has attracted another risk by this will be clear, but is also another
subject.
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From the insurers perspective.
The risks for the insurer are of course that the guaranteed maturity payments cannot be
covered by the accrued investments and deficits in case of preliminary terminations for those
that have not excluded this. The problems can be caused by long-term underperformance but
also by unexpected and dramatic price decreases. The first cause would also create problems
for the traditional life business and for instance the pensionfunds. In that case the impact will
be nationwide. The second is a specific problem for unit-linked business. In both cases time is
an important aspect when judging the level of the risks involved. On the long run problems
with lower bond-prices will be less because they will be compensated by higher coupons.
Every bond will, as we all know, expire at is nominal value.
The potential risks are the highest when the (effective) term of the investmentcontract is too
short. That is the reason why most insurers exclude terms shorter than 10 years and also
cancel the guarantee in case of preliminary termination, unless it is related to early retirement.
Without these restrictions investments should assure that their market value in case of
liquidation always equals at least the guaranteed value of the insurance contract, This is
almost impossible to achieve by equity investments. Short term investment vehicles however
offer a lower return in general and thus are not really an option. But not matched investments
imply possible antiselection by the customer. Besides the definition of short and long term in
this case strongly depends on the level of the guarantees and the development of the yield
curve during the past period.
Considering this we also have to take into account the differences between single premium
plans and regular premium paying plans. Regular premium contracts in general have longer
terms and benefit from compensating effects because investments are done at different times
and because of that, changing circumstances. Hence, it is acceptable to offer guarantees for
the investments with short remaining terms as well, because their substance and impact is
limited. The contrary goes for single payments, on a single premium plan or as an additional
payment on a regular premium plan. For this reason very often these premiums, and also
regular premium increases, are restricted or excluded from the guarantees in case the
remaining term becomes too short.
Now we will try to quantify the risks and try to determine what charges could cover these
risks. We have to do this ourselves because the existing derivatives do not fit with flexible
insurance plans being sold on a continuous base without any restriction. This also means that
we need to take the insurance approach with elements of solidarity and spreading risks over a
long term. Of course we need to decide about some assumptions regarding the risk/returnprofile of the investmentfimds we wish to offer guarantees for We make assumptions about
the average return and the standard deviation as a measure for the risk, based on a normal
distribution. This means we abstract from the skewness of the distribution we usually see.
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The table below shows the probability that a single payment generates a return less than the
common guaranteed 4%, calculated with different assumptions, related to the different
categories of investmenthmds.
4% guarantee
rcategory
I.2

Sands (realistic)
3onds (outimistic)

Return
5%
7%

Risk
3,75%
3.75%

Loss probability for single premium business
1 year 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years
395%
275%
20,0% 15,1%
11,7%
21.2%
3.7%
0.6%
0.1%
0.0%

These results show that a 4% guarantee on a bondfund can be quite dangerous! On the short
run the dangers are even bigger because of the actual low returns on bonds: when intrestrates
would increase the bondprices will drop. Interesting is that guarantees on mixfunds appear to
be less dangerous. For the realistic scenario we assumed a 50:50 mix of bonds and shares and
a limited positive correlation (r=O,3) between them. This has a reasonable fit with the last 5
years experience according to a Dutch index.
The table above showed the results for a single payment; the average term of this business is
between 10 and 15 years For regular premium paying business the average term is about 20
years The loss probabilities for this kind of business is shown in the following table

lMix(CMVI93-98)

/ 8,9% / 11.4% / 33,4% 1 23,6% / 16.9% 1 12,6% 1 9,6%

The loss probabilty for a given term is higher than for single premium business. This was to
be expected because for instance a 10 year term regular premium is actually a combination of
10 single payments with terms ranging from 1 to 10. When looking at these results we must
be aware that the 4% guarantee in these cases is a gross guarantee, this means before the
charges for additional solvency requirements and the charges to cover the probable losses.
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Pricing
In order to get some feeling about the charges needed I performed some calculations; the
results are shown in the tables below for both single premiums as regular premiums.
4% guarantee
Annual charge to cover probable losses on single premium investments
Category
1 Return 1 Risk 1 1 year 1 5 years I10 years I15 years 120 years
Bonds
1 5% / 3.75% 1 1.08% 1 0.29% 1 0.14% 1 0.08% 1 0.05%
_-__-_(realistic)
..-..-. ~.
1 7% I 3:75% / o:42% 1 0103% 1 O:OO% 1 0100% I O:Obk
ESands
-~~-- (ootimistic)
\~r
Bonds (CMVI93-$8) I 4.6% I 4.0% 1 1:43% I 0145% 1 0127% 0119% 0:14%
0,05%
t Shares (realistic)
1 iO% 1 15% 1 2172% 1 0:58% 1 0::,21% O,lO%
Ishares iCMVI93-98) 1 14.6% 1 28.6% I 3157% I 1102% I 0.39% 0,19%
O,ll%
1 7.5% 1 8.26% I 1:80% 1 0132% ,1 0:’,Il%
0,05%
0,02%
1Mix Irealistic)
0,03%
Mix (CMVI93-98)
1 8:9% 1 11,4% 1 2:22% 1 0:41% 1 0,14% 0,06%

Looking at today’s optionprices, where a one year putoption covering the actual prices costs
approximately 15% of the purchase price, these charges will look far from realistic. However
we must realize that these charges are nett, without any loading and that a basic assumption is
that these charges will be made during a very long period, without any short term antiselection based on market developments. Nevertheless the charges needed are still substantial
keeping in mind that most companies do not charge anything at all to cover this guarantee. If
they would do the appropiate (=charge for solvency and risk), the effective guarantee to the
customer would range from 3 to 3,25%. This means also that companies offering a 4% nett
guarantee need a return of at least 5% in order to cover the charges necessary in such a case.
All this without taking into account the usual maintenancefees ranging from 0,5% up to more
than 1%.
The differences between the charges needed for various terms are relatively big This means it
is prudent to count for short average terms when determining an appropiate charge for a
whole portfolio. We can expect the remaining terms of policies with a guarantee to be shorter
than average. For many unit-linked policy holders the last switch will be into a fimd with a
guarantee. The average term for guarantees therefore will not be much longer than the 10
years many insurers now use as minimum for participation in a guaranteefund. The charges
mentioned above thus are more than desirable, they are necessary!
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Conclusion

Most insurers seem to have the illusion that guarantees can be afforded just by putting some
limitations in the policy conditions. Minimum policy terms and payment restrictions are quite
common. These limitations are of course helpful, but not fully covering the risks and on the
other hand not very consumerfriendly. The survey showed us that most insurers do not have
an investment strategy that focuses on the guarantees. This means that in these cases extra
charges to cover the associated risks are necessary. These explicit charges do not affect the
fundperformance, but do affect by nature the total return for the customer. This has at least
one advantage: the consumer is much more aware of the cost of guarantees and will be able to
consider his needs better. The advantage for the insurer is that he has better monitoring
possibilities by analysing the specific charges and provisions against additional payments
based on the guarantees given. In this way we can avoid that policyholders with guarantees
are subsidised by policyholders without, which would be a bad example of insurancesolidarity.
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